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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a realization method for 2-D IIR digital filter is presented, as it have been derived by applying a sys

tolic procedure to the SFG(Signal Flow Graph). After we realized the 1-D form partial systolic array, we 

implemented the complete systolic array to be cascade 1-D form. The cascading of partial systolic array reduce the 

storage elements which used to delay input signal. 1-D systolic array is derived from that DG is designed 나irough lo

cal communication approach and then mapping it to SFG.

The derivd structure is very simple and has high throughput because while new input sample is supplied, new out

put is obtained every sampling period, and broadcast input signal is eliminated. Since the systolic array has property 

of regularity, modularity, local interconnection and highly synchronized multiprocessing, thus it is very suitable for 

VLSI implementation.

A PE design is based on the modified Boo나i's algorithm and Ling's algorithm. And a synthesis method for design

ing highly parallel algorithm in VLSI is presented.

요 약

2-DimensionIIR 디지탈 필터를 시스토릭 어레이 구조로 실현하는 방법을 보였다. 시스토릭 어레이는 LD IIR 디지탈 필 

터로 부분 실현한 후 종속연결하여 구현하였다. 부분 실현한 시스토릭 어레이의 종속 연결은 입력 신호 지연에 사용되는 요 

소를 감소 시 킨다.

여기서 1-D 시스토릭 어레이는 local communication 접근에 의해 DG를 설계한후 SFG 로의 사상을 통해 유도하였다. 유 

도된 구조는 매우 간단하며, 입 력 샘플이 공급되어 지면 매 샘플링 기 간마다 새로운 출력을 얻는 매우 높은 데이타 처리율을 

갖는다. 2-Dimension IIR 디지탈 필터를 시스토릭 어레이로 실현함으로써 규칙적이고, modularity, local interconnection, 

높은 농기형 다중처리의 특징을 갖기 때문에 VLSI 실현에 매우 적합하다.

또한 PE셀의 승산기 설계에서는 modified Booth's 알고리즘과 Ling's 알고리즘에 기초를 두고 고도의 병렬처리를 행할 

수 있도록 설계하였다.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-Dimension digital filters are very widely 

used in the area of digital image processing such 

as noise filterng, feature enhancement and video 

communication, biomedical picture processing, air 

reconnaissance.

In this paper, we are concerned with the devel

opment of algorithms for systolic realization of 

2-dimension IIR digital filter, systolic array 

architectures have been by Kung(2). In this sys

tolic concept, VLSI devices consist of arrays of 

interconnected processing cells with a high de

gree of modularity, regularity structures and 

highly synchronized multiprocessing which are 

amenable to VLSI design.(2)(5)

Other forms of realization for design of 2-D di

mension filters have been presented in the 

references⑴⑶⑸⑹.However, the algorithm has 

been presented in the following sections for sys

tolic realization of 2-D digital filter directly from 

SFG of locally recursive algorithm.

The approach yield structure with the maxi

mum data rate possible, i.e. a new input sam

ple is supplied and a new outfit sample is ob

tained every sampling period, derived structure is 

simple, modular, regular and expandable. In fact, 

a systolic array can be considered as an SFG ar

ray in combination with pipelining and retimming. 

⑹(13)

The design of systolic arrays can be divided 

into the following three stages

1. Derive a localized DG from the algorithm, 2. 

Map the DG to an SFG array, 3. Tranform the 

SFG to a systolic array(i.e. systolization)

II. 2-D HR DIGITAL FILTER

A 2-dimension IIR digital filter is given by the 

transfer function

N N

i=()j—(I

H(ZI)(Z2)=——--- ----------- (1)

i=0j=0

14-J#O

where N is the length of the filter, (a^, zH) are 

the filter coefficients.

To demonstrate the design procedure, the in

put-output I•이ation is given by the recursive 

equation

N N

y(n,m) = VVai)x(n-i, m-j)
i-Oj-O

-EEbij y(n-i, m-j) (2)

用盛

which can be written in the form

N N

=乏皿(n, m—j) — £b()j y(n, m-j)
J--0 )=(}

N N

+Eai)x(n-l, m-j)-£buy(n-l, m-j)
I 1} j=()

N N

+ £ mu (n —N, m —j) — £ bN} y(n —N, m —j) 
1=0 1=0

=£yi(n, m) (3)

By equation (3), we will assume boo=0, as a 

consequence, yi(n, m) is modified as

N N

yi(nt m)=Vaij x(n-it m-j) - V bu y(n-i, m-j)

(4)

Eq. (4) has no concern with i-index as to its form. 

Thus, due to treat as the 1-D form and then to 

realize the partial systolic array, again eq.(4) is 

able to define as following which is considered as 

1-D IIR filter.

y(n) x(n-i) -J；bi y(n-i) (5)
i^(i d

where

y(n) =yjn,m), s=aij, bi=bij,

x(n — i)=x(n —i, m — j), y(n — i)=y(n — i), m —j)

ID. DESIGN OF SYSTO니C ARRAY

From Derived equation(5) be mapped onto a
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systolic architecture for 1-D HR digital filter. 

And two-demension digital filter can designed 

readily paralleling from papped I D HR digital fil

ter as depicted in fig. 5

3.1 Implementation of 1-D HR 시gital filter
For design of DG (Dependence Graph) from re

cursive algorithms, all variables of Eq.(5) is to 

convert it to a single assignment code such as 

(6). The DG of Eq.(5)is shown in Fig.l, where 

both the inputs and the coeffficients of the filter 

are broadcast throughout the index space. Signal 

broadcast can be eliminated by using an approach 

on signal flow graph. SFG can be derived from 

designed the DG.⑹⑼

Eq, (6) is an expression with global data 

dependences and it is not a locally recursive al

gorithm. The preliminary DG can be readily 

sketched as depicted in Fig.l(a)

The node of Fig.l(b) is a detailed node with as*  

sociative summation and broadcast contours. Direc

tion of arcs for summation in Fig.l(a) is revers

ible, i.e., reversed direction is possible.

The first step in DG design is to convert it to a 

single assignment code as

Associative 
Summation

Fig. 1 Preliminary DG of Eq. (5)
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yn =y： +ai-Xn-i —b>-yn--i (6)

where,

y(n) = yn, y^+l =0, K=0, 1, 2,N

The DG is shown in Fig.l where both filter 

coefficients (a, bi) and input signal are broadcast 

as ever.

In order to eliminate the input signal broadcast, 

we mod迁y of Eq. (6) as

yn =어*'  -Fan -Xn —bn -Bi (7)

where,

a.n —aA-1, a-1—ai, bn =bn f b-i=bi. b? = 0

Bn ^Bn-1' Bn ' =y? and y (n) =yn

A local communication are required to send the 

data from node to node.

The corresponding DG of Eq. (7) is shown in 

Fig.2, which is completely localized, Obiously, 

this localized DG is more preferable to spiral ver

sion.

To determine a valid array struct니冀 for a 

locally recursive algorithm, one design method is 

to designate one PE for each node in a DG. How

ever, this lead to very inefficient utilization of 

the PEs, because each PE can be active only for 

a small fraction of the computation time.

In order to improve PE utilization, it is often 

desirable to map the nodes of the DG onto a few 

number of PEs. To achieve this it is useful to 

map from the DG to SFG form should include 

both functional and structural description parts.

SFG, which consists of processing nodes, com

munication edge, and delay. The SFG is more 

specific, i.e, it is close to hardware level design. 

Therefore, the SFG also dictates the type of sys

tolic arrays that will be obtained. However, two 

steps are involved in mapping a DG to an SFG ar

ray. The first step is the processor assignment. 

-A projection method may be applied, in which 

nodes of the DG along a straight line are assigned 

to a common PE. A linear projection is often 

represented by a projection vector d .

The second step is the scheduling. -This pro

jection should be accompanied by a scheduling 

scheme, which specifies the sequence of the op

eration in all the PEs. A scheduling function 

represents a mapping from N-dimensional index 

space of the DG onto a 1-D schedule (time) 

space. The schedule can be represented by a

Fig. 2 completely a localized DG
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column schedule vectors, pointing to the normal 

direction of the hyperplanes.

Given a DG of Fig.2 and a projection vector d 

determines the arrays structure. All nodes lying a 

straight line parallel to d are assigned to one 

PE. In order for the given (Fig.2) hyperplanes to 

represent a permissible linear schedule, the 

scheduling normal vector s has to satisfies fol

lowing two conditions :⑹⑼(成

s -e >0 Ve (8)

s -d >0 (9)

where e represents any arc in the signal flow 

graph of the algorithm.

The first condition means that a causality 

should be enforced in a permissible schedule, 

i /e /. all the dependency arcs flows in the same 

direction across the hyperplane : the second con

dition implies that nodes on an equitemporal 

hyperplane should not be projected to the same 

PE, i.e.t the hyperplanes are not parallel with 

projection vector d .

The hyperplanes in Fig.2 represent different 

time instants. And signal flow graph based on the 

of Fig.2 is shown in Fig.3 for I D HR digital fil

ter.

Fig. 3 The Block diagram of SFG

Eq. (8)(9) means that every edge of the 

resulting SFG will have one or more delay ele

ments, which satisfying the temporal locality con

dition

SFG array in Fig.3 is spatially localized but not 

temporally localized. Since it is difference a re

lationship between timing determined schedule 

vector from DG and timing of the designed sys

tolic array, it's have to the retiming map the SFG 

onto a systolic array.⑶⑴⑸⑹

An SFG is meaningful only when it is comput

able, that, there exist no zero-delay loop or cycle 

element. Therefore, all inputs may be propagated 

to PE through localized arc during a sampling 

period, where retiming derived from a node com

putation procedure of SFG with highly throu

ghput rate.

Because the propagated coefficients of filter 

stored to PE needs not transmmission line, which 

it's have to supply for computational processing, 

thus there needs only one store element for filter 

coeffients. Each input signals need to delay el

ement. (i.e, for inputs and coefficients compu

tation).

The resultant systolized array for 1-D HR digi

tal filter are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Systolic array structure of 1-D HR digital filter

PE cell consist of delay element, multiplier, 

adder and store element. Each PE in the Fig.4 

perform the multiplication operation forms all the 

partial products for a particular output sample 

and the addition operation forms the summation 

of the relevant partial products to products to 

produce the output. This structure designed with 

highly throughput rate, minimal computation 

time and pipelining period.

3.2 Systolic Array of 2-D HR digital filter

In this paper, a systolic realization of 2-D HR 
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digital filter designed by using the realized paral

lel 1-D HR digital filter such as Fig.4. This struc

ture consisting of paralled of 1-D HR digital fil

ter.

The final realization for the 2-D HR digital fil

ter of Eq. (3) is given in Fig.5

The derived structures are simplify modularity 

and expandable, also this resultant structures 

could simplify the design of the control unit 

required to run the system.

Fig. 5 Systolic array of 2-D HR digital filter

IV. DESIGN OF PE CELL

As shown in Fig. 6, the device consists of an 

Booth Decoder, Switching Circuit, Addition 

Block, ACC. Each PE multiplies the 16bit input 

sample with the 16bit coefficient and addition op

eration result from the previous PE Computation.

Fig. 6 Block diagram of PE

The partial arithmatic results are registered for 

pipelining after each PE.

Each module of the multiplier was designed 

with a level of parallelism to reduce the compu

tation time. In the modified Booth's algorithm for 

multiplication, the multiplier is organized into 

substring of three bits each with adjacent groups 

sharing common bit such as are shown in Table 1. 

Multiplier based on the modified booyh's algor 

ithm requires less clock (m+n —1+N /2c) and 

N/2 cells, each of which contains a ripple-carry 

adder some gates, where N/2 cells, each of 

which contains a ripple-carry adder some gates, 

where N is restricted to be even.(7)(8)(10) Booth 

decoder is shown in Fig. 1.

And in order to minimize summation time, 

adition of all the partial products is strated simul-

* * DEiTiDER
(idte/Tiiue run： 1 i/Lt>/90 22 21 TeHC-eral

。v(i)・ v(j)• v(-u ♦ v(s) 
T ime

(b)

Fig. 7 Booth decoder(a)Block diagram of logic 

(b)Result of simulation
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Table 1. Five level multiplier receding

orignal multiplier receded multiplier action

Yi+i, Yi, Y.-i Yi" = Yi+i +Yi~2Yi-i

0 0 0 +0 add 0

0 0 1 +1 add X

0 1 0 +1 add X

0 1 1 +2 add 2X

1 0 0 -2 add — 2X

1 0 1 -1 add -X

1 1 0 -1 add ~X

1 1 1 -o add 0

X : multiplicand

Y : multiplier

taneously in the adder array.

Accordingly, Addition Block and CLA design 

based on the CSA(Carry Save ADDER, and 

Ling's approachs. Lings approach is based on the 

propagation of composite term in place of the 

conventional look-ahead carry. This approach 

gives an adder that is faster and less expensive⑺ 

(8)(11)

Ling's adder implements

ti=ai+bi, gi=&bi

Hi=gi+ti+i, Hi+i (10)

Si=t©Hi+gti+iHi+i

The basic circuit of CLA by Eq. (10) is shown 

in Fig.8

Hi

Fig. 8 Basic circuit of CLA

The comparision of convential CLA and Ling's 

CLA is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparision of conventional CLA

and Ling's CLA

Conventional CLA

Co = Co

Ci^gi + PiCo

C2 = g2 + P2gl + P2P 1C0

C3 = g3 + P3g2 + P3P2P1 + P3P2P1C0

C4 = g4 + P4g3 + P4P3g2 + P4P3P2gl +P4P3P2P1C0

Ling's CLA

Ho = go

Hi = gi + go

H2 = g2 + gl + tlgo

H3 = g3 + £2 + t2gl + t2tlgo

H4 = + g3 + t3g2 + t3t2gl + t3t2tlg()

The Layout of PE cell is shown in Fig. 9. The 

Layout has been made regular. Regular layout 

have helped in reducing devive size and enhanc

ing device speed.

Fig. 9 Layout of PE Cell

V. CONCLUSION

In the paper, a realization method for 2~D HR 

digital filter is presented, as it have been derived 

by applying a systolizing procedure to the SFG of 

난由 2-D HR digital filter.

The derived structure is very simple, regular,
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modular and highly synchronized multiplexing, 

thus is very suitable for VLSI implementation.

And a PE cell design based on the modified 

Booth's algorithm and Ling's so as to reduce the 

number of gate and to improve speed, and high 

hardware efficiency.
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